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German

osophy," then almost universally ridiculed
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country and in

in this

as the

Phil-

vaguest

few weeks ago, February 6th, there died, on his
Wisconsin farm at the age of seventy-six, a man who
w^as a leader of men in thought, word and deed.
In his

of vagaries, would

native country, in one of the most stormy phases of old-

relentless

world struggle

he

better shield against " infidelity" than the airy fabric of

the last glimpse of hope had

self-sustained concepts conjured into fictitious existence

for

religious

van

fearlessly led the

till

and

political

liberty,

-vanished and the liberal cause lay prostrate at the

mercy

of the armies and minions of despotism. In the realm
of thought as scholar and teacher he worked his upward
way from the densest fogs of religious superstition,
through the all too rarified atmosphere of Hegelian
Intellectualism, to a profound and serene view of nature,
in which material and mental phenomena are monistic-

at

come to be taught as highest wisdom
our principal seats of learning that our Christian

—

professors of philosophy, driven to

inroads

Stress."

He

was,

all in all,

an

embodiment of German Philosophy
and German Humanism. At home his philosophic and
humanistic hopes had all been wrecked for the time
being. But when in 1852 he found safety from prosecution by landing on the hospitable soil of this free
country, he very likely expected philosophical Republicanism to be here already in full swing.
He, no
doubt, met with much sympathetic consideration so far
as his political views and aims were concerned.
But
where were those who would patiently listen to his
philosophical persuasions and demonstrations?
Yet his
thought was to him the veritable life of his being. To
him life, not consistently guided by philosophical reason,
was no human life at all, but mere animal existence.

With such
in

exalted views, despite

all

his fervid trust

an eventual rational reorganization of

social life,

political and
must have been a weary waiting and

it

watching for him these many years

symptoms of
enment and
truth,

much

his
its

to discern actual

expected era of philosophical enlightunselfish

humanistic

rule.

Still,

in

has lately been accomplished here in this

if not politically and socially, then at
regarding the philosophical contemplation of the
import of human existence. And these philosophical en-

direction also;
least

deavors have followed mostly

German

lines of thought.

no

thinkers in the Christian camp.
Germans, about the middle of the century, had

away with

themselves very generally turned

from the grandiloquent a

renowned

philosophers.

youth.

German " Storm and

find

power among

and eternal All-Being.
Karl Theodor BayrhofFer was in every respect a
genuine representative of the idealistic striving, known
as

would

dialectics of Hegel?
Yet so it is.
Hegelianism has once more become a mighty staying

had proved

intensely animated

extremity by the

science,

by the juggling

ally and naturalistically conceived as adequate manifestations of absolute

natural

of

prolific

of

priori speculations

These

wordy

disgust
of their

constructions

nothing but fantastic dreams

which had deranged the head of many a promising
And, moreover, by force of their visionary
character, they had been the chief cause of the non-success of the liberal political aspirations which had seemed
so near fulfillment in

184S.

the revolutionary

movement

of

In those stormy days of revolt against misrule

and oppression, the German parliament was filled with
Hegelians Hegelians of the right wing and Hegelians
of the left wing, arguing with one another whether the

—

constitution should or should not be theocratic, until the

golden opportunity for action was lost.
During the following reactionary period natural
science engrossed more and more thoroughly the atten-

Eminently successful through
method, its votaries
lost completely sight of the " Philosophy of Nature,"
propounded a few years before by Schelling and Oken
to an enthusiastic audience largely composed of students
of medicine and natural science.
Sober investigators of
tion of the thoughtful.

close adherence to the experimental

the sensible facts of nature, as this
naturalists professed itself to be,

it

new

generation of

could discern nothing

within the sphere of veritable existence but units ot

mass grouped and actuated by physical forces;

or, better

grouped and actuated merely by the transmission
and dissipation of definite quantities of motion or energy.
But the satisfaction aflforded by this ready mode of
accounting for things was not destined to last. Nature
did not altogether admit of being thus algebraically
emptied of her indwelling wealth. She soon thrust her
still,

—
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old psycho-physical riddle in the
explorers.

It

way

of her mechanical

was the physiology of the

senses

worked

at with all the precision of a physical science which,
even to the most mechanically inclined, unavoidably
disclosed the essential dissimilitude obtaining between

is

evidently a pantheistic creed of

some

sort.

Zealous

ministers of public instruction were, namely, exacting

from university professors adherence

The

trines.

to Christian

how

puzzle then arose,

Doc-

to reconcile free

philosophical thought with a prescribed form of State-

Hegel himself, consummately

the nature of the physical stimuli affecting the senses

Religion.

and that of their stimulated mental or conscious effect.
Undulations of air or ether were now scientifically recognized to be physical occurrences incommensurably
unlike the sensations of sound or color experienced in

ceptual world evolution, had found no difficulty what-

And

consequence of their striking our ear or eye.
little

a

further consideration discloses the strange and per-

plexing fact that the air-waves and ether-undulations, so
clearly

apprehended

as physical occurrences, are

selves, nevertheless, only

mental representations

in

vei'sed in con-

ever in making specifically religious dogmas, such as
that of the "Trinity,"

And

machinery.

emerge from

most of

his self-evolving

his disciples felt

no compunc-

tion to follow or to outdo the master in subserviency to

But, amongst them there were some,

state-ordinances.
at least,

who

,

had the courage openly

to

draw the most

them-

daring conclusions involved in their philosophical prem-

terms

ises.

No

wonder

then, that, in consequence of such

of purely individual sight-perception, of the hidden
powers that awaken such determinate perceptions in us.

irreconcilable tendencies, the Hegelian host divided into

Thus, natural science, prying according to its own
method into the secrets of organic life, found itself once
more brought face to face with the great standing
enigma of philosophy how in reality is the microcosm,
we find figured in our own individual perception,
related to the macrocosm, subsisting independently of
this mental realization of ours?

ment

into

The

right

:

Scientists, despite their zeal to explain

everything in

keeping with mechanical principles, feel now compelled
to acknowledge the existence and importance of the
problem of cognition, which they had managed steadConsequently they have,
fastly to ignore for awhile.
in search of deeper truth, very generally joined the rush
" back to Kant." And it is chiefly through this scien-

"a

wing;" for so this disruptive movetwo hostile camps was mildly designated.
wing endeavored to press Hegelianism more

right and a left

or less thoroughly into the service of Christianity.

wing broke

left

The

altogether loose from Christianity, deny-

ing the personality of the creative power and the possiof individual immortality; and freeing

bility
last,

itself,

at

completely, by force of naturalistic considerations,,

from the

belief that the

world

is

made up

of nothing

but thought or reason.

The most widely known

representatives of this in-

Kant has again become the polar-star, by
which most philosophical ventures of the present time

band of revolutionary philosophers are Feuerbach,
Strauss and Bauer.
But Bayrhoffer, who with them
joined the left wing
though little known at present
is by far the most penetrative and consistent abstract
thinker of this remarkable free-thought school, whose
rallying cry was " Nature and Humanity," and whose
mighty liberating infiuence has spread over all civilized

are guiding their course.

lands.

tifically

accredited indispensableness of a theory of cog-

nition, that

Sixty years ago, in the very heyday of
philosophical

German

The burden

phantasms, the dissolution of the old dualistic concep-

same sober and
in

to get

close-

Kurhessen, who,
hold of a copy of

in his father's little

book-

his further course in

In 1S34 he took the

himself to philosophical research.

degree of Doctor of Philosophy

at

the University of

qualified himself soon after for teaching there

as " Privatdocent," and

was eighteenth century

tions of matter

No
with

everywhere propagating

wing

his system.

state in various parts of the

way

Unfortunately the

country had placed a serious

harmonious and consistent
exposition of Panlogism, of which the necessary outcome
the

of

a

liberalism,

and mind, and end

in the

triumph of the

all-harmonizing, monistic world-conception."

was in due course appointed Professsor of Philosophy in the same university.
At that time Hegelianism was paramount in the
philosophical world of Germany.
The master himself
had recently passed away. But ardent disciples were

in

movement

life.

one memorable day, happened
the "Critique of Pure Reason"
store.
This event determined

obstacle

of this great free-thought

Karl Bayrhoffer was determined to devote

this

year old youth, the son of a printer

Marburg;

—

deepened by the literature and science of the German " Aufklaerung," and
above all by the Kantian philosophy. Bayrhoffer himself says: "Our philosophy, together with its historical
criticism of creeds and their records, must inevitably
bring about the overthrow of the realm of religious

speculation,

reasoning Kant became also the guiding-star of a sixteen

From now on

trepid

one will deny that this bold prediction, uttered
confidence by our monistic philosopher, is now

full

gaining very

much the appearance of a truth in course
Have not Feuerbach's " Essence of

of fulfillment.

Christianity," Strauss's "Life of Jesus," Bauer's biblical
criticisms, together

with the various attempt? of the

foundation of being for
already

though

a

long

left-

and naturalistic
both matter and mind, worked

dissenters to establish

a unitary

way towards

biblical criticism has

its

realization?

And

been perhaps more imme-

—
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monism

effective than naturalistic

diately

popular mind from

in freeing the

grossest superstitions; yet

its

has

it

long been clear to the initiated that the decisive battle
must range round the relation philosophically conceived

Mind, Matter and Universal Being.

to subsist betwreen

be well-spent time, then, to

It will

elucida-

tion of this dark problem.

Rightly to appreciate

how

deeply rooted the opinions

of our old-world revolutionist, philosopher and humani-

we have

tarian really are,

to alight for a

moment

the influences that have helped to shape

grew

amidst

For

them.

thought may seem

radically realistic as his

in

itself,

it

nevertheless out of Schellings and Hegel's ideal-

Identity-Philosophy, then in the ascendant in Ger-

istic

man

Himself a professor of philosophy,

universities.

he stood all-awake
echo

in

(men

as

its

soil.

transcendental bent on the culture of their

No wonder, then, that the world-conception,

enunciated after

from

whose

intellectual stir,

England and America had power to fill such
Carlyle and Emerson with the life-long desire

to ingraft

native

in the great

his

many

by means of ratiocinative introspecworking exclusively upon the ideal content of consciousness
became the leading principle of the so-called
Identity-Philosophy, further elaborated by Schelling
established solely
tion,

—

and Hegel.
Bayrhoffer adhered to the

listen attentively to a

whose life-work has been the

trained thinker,

years of struggle

for existence

remote Wisconsin farm, will be found

inti-

it;

at

least to his

view by maintaining

Ego may
thing to

know, there must exist someConsequently, he postulated as
existence, not an absolute Subject merely,

ground of

all

had contemplated

world

we

know;

actually

ble nature of things

thought

we

is

know

and

that

of

outside our

own

perception and

the

verita-

which Spinoza

whose

in

activity subject

and ob-

real are at

every

stage of manifestation^identically interblended, in a sim-

way

ilar

—

we

as

them

find

our

in

own

individual percep-

and conception.

tion

Bayrhoffer's naturalistic and hylozoistic

be seen further on

as will

—grounded on

Monism

this

is

concep-

tion of the substantial identity of the ideal

and the real
every phase of sense-apparent existence and evolu-

manifest to us.

and shapeless data of sense

All,

and nature, the ideal and the

tion,

it is solely the comwhich from incoherent
building up the orderly

The

as absolute Substance, he conceived as

World-Ego,

absolute

ject, spirit

swept the philosophical atmosphere of those palmy days
that

to

but an absolute Subject- Object.

of constructive thought.

intellect,

that, in order that the self-thinking

come
be known.
at all

in

Kant had seemingly proved

Schelling's version

last to

fundamental conception of Transcendental Realism, or "Real-Idealism," as it is generally called.
Schelling, namely, amplified Fichte's
of

mately related to the sundry speculative currents that

bining activity of our

833

by which the eternal

The

activity of

All-Being becomes

subjective and the objective, inner

and outer existence, thought and being, mind and nature,

him

are to

in essence identical.

shaken view of

his

And

for this never-

he will presently give us very cogent

reasons.

From

Hegel's Panlogism, which has become so

se-

and

ductive again to university-men of the present genera-

emphatic verdict was, that our combining and constructwork only on definite material given

and to which Bayrhoffer in his early career had
completely given himself up, he freed himself chiefly
by the aid of Herbart's incisive criticism of the concept

can

nothing.

Kant's

Still

final

ing intellect can

from outside.

to our sensibility

But, the entire world
thus

—according

sively

by our own

this all-containing

be

itself

we

—constructed

intellectual activity,

and

all-sufficient

veritable and sole

know

perceive and

Kant himself

to

Being?

why

tion,

being

of pure Being, which emptied hull of reality,

exclu-

Hegel

should not

to serve as foundation of his entire

prising air-castle.*

happen

Those surmised outuncombined and

philosophical consistency,

unperceived, what can they be but an unimaginable dust

truth, that

And

the world of things-in-themselves,

invented to account for such fancied motes of pure senseafTection,

must be likewise an

and need be, nothing
constituting our

ity,

consciousness.

idle

in existence

Ego and

Intellectual

There

fiction.

save intellectual activ-

the entire content of

activity

the creative power, identical with

is,

its

is

therefore

creation,

its

itself

and hence

and veritable Being.

sole

and held

to be caught

to

find

whose thinking does not
in the magic circle of
will seem more than puerile

those

product of thought

side data of sense, spaceless, timeless,

of non-entities.

To

it

seriously enunciated as a newly-discovered

it

Being does not

activity; that sensible things

remain

still

thought

of.

in existence

Yet

it

is

consist of pure intellectual

— mountains, for instance

even

sense

— had power

to his senses;

/.

e.,

when

not perceived or

a fact that the insistence, on the

part of Herbart, on this truth

mon

is made by
world-com-

— so self-evident

to bring

many

to

com-

a Hegelian back

back from the bottomless abyss of

abstract thought to the actual world of sensible experi-

ence.

Such, indeed, was the main conclusion arrived

at

by

Fichte, through consistent development of Kant's as-

— con-

sumption of a free

intelligible

Ego

stituting thought.

And

ojatright assertion of

this

and

its

nature

thorough identity of Thought and Being

—a

the

doctrine

Of

all

philosophers of the post-Kantian period, Her-

bart exerted the most
*

From

1S35 to 1S49, in his

wholesome sobering
Hegelian period, and during

influence on

liis

transition

from

Identity-Philosophy Pantheism to Naturalistic Monism, Bayrhoffer published
a number of works whose titles, dates and place of publication will hf^ found
cited in

"Meyer's Konversations-Lexikon."
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mood

the wild, speculative

of the conceptual world-con-

and Bayrhoffer gratefully acknowledges
indebtedness to him in this and other respects.
structors,

his

mental idea that the world

is

altogether a creation of

Nor

did he

adhere to Schelling's teaching, that the constitution and

meaning

may be

welling

the depths of

to sense-conveyed experience, ac-

tent of our definite percepts.

declare these external powers to be wholly un-

knowable.

On

the contrary, he very rationally con-

cluded that the changing

between the different
elements of our percepts must have their cause in determinations appertaining to that which is indefeasibly
given to us from outside, and the changing appearances
of which may therefore be apprehended by our thought
relatioris

as specific manifestations of veritable reality.

Bayrhoffer's naturalistic bent inclined
his questionings of nature

him

much more

to follow

closely

Her-

method of sensible intuition, than Schelling's
method of intellectual intuition. Yet his philosophy

bart's

dynamical construction of reality. For his profound
interpretation of sense and thought-revealed nature consystem of naturalistic Monism,

stitutes a

material world

in

from the play of

results

Being; and not,
tation

which the
dynamical

as

as

they appear

consciously reflected within those specific parts of

itself

and mental phenomena, at large,
being simply the entire range of such reflected interaccalled animal brains;

tions in the

same organized medium. All

at present,

very enigmatical

be better

when we come

understood

this will

to the uninitiated,

to

sound,

but will

develop our

mere changes of

relation in

ments, that are

and

themselves intrinsically passive

unchangeable.

Having now

though

sufficiently,

really only very

pabulum, from
which the thinking of our true, fearless and enthusiastic
philosopher drew its principal nourishment during the
cursorily, analyzed

time of

growth,

its

the philosophical

we

will try in a following article to

give a concise exposition of his

own

well-matured ideas.

MONISM AND RELIGION.— A CRITICISM.
BY

;

between the elements of such Being,

taught by the mechanical interpre-

of nature, through

time and space, imposed from outside upon atomic ele-

remained, as already stated, Identity-Philosophy to the

end for material phenomena and mental phenomena he
both conceived as equally and primordially grounded in
absolute Being; material phenomena or compelled percepts representing sundry results of the eternal interaction

his

in

to a multitude of discrete elements, constituting absolute

consciousness from

He, trusting

it is

sensibility

in

will

it

them

use of

But Herbart did not with

discovered by watching the

cepted Kant's doctrine of things-in-themselves; the doc-

Kant

how he made

namely, that external powers are affecting our
and compelling from outside the specific con-

individual

into

Being.

trine,

Herbart were never

powers; not from pure intellectual activity, nor from
inert atoms knocked about by motion imparted to them
from outside. And in this connection it is incumbent on
us to remark, that it was also from Herbart that
Bayrhoffer took up not only his dynamical, but also his
monadistic view; the view, namely, that the phenomena
of nature arise by force of powers intrinsically belonging

of nature

objective side of the content of thought, as

up

hints of

our Wisconsin philosopher, and

be seen

presently

Herbart, then, declined to adopt Fichte's fundathe productive imagination of the Ego.

These anti-Hegelian
forgotten by

D.

THEOPHILUS, M.

The Open Court

A.

having been established with

the main purpose in view of discussing the relationship
of religion and science, and,

if

possible, of effecting a

between them; and as various
articles have already appeared on the constructive side
of the question, and none, so far as I know, on the destructive or critical side, a few words framed in the latter mood, in the way of objections to some positions al-

satisfactory reconciliation

may

ready advanced,

welcome

possibly not be altogether an un-

An

reading.

article

conceived in the latter

philosopher's ideas of the nature of matter and mind.

spirit, if it

Another consideration was urged by Herbart in
opposition to the constitution of Being by pure mental
activity; a consideration which may now again prove
opportune, if applied to themselves by those philosopher's of various schools, who are renewing the attempt
to dissolve all Being into pure relativity; into the mental

to relieve the uniformity or

apprehension of nothing but conceptual relations in the

accepted scientific conclusion that there

transcendental camp; and into mere states of interactivity

between science and religion; nay, that the latter
necessary and inseparable adjunct of the former.

camp.
Herbart reminded the philosophical world that

in the naturalistic

all

determinations of an existent, which reveal themselves

only

in

And

accomplished nothing else, might,

my

contribution.

Nos.

13, 15,

proposition

this

The

during the

sensible positions and changes of

conclusion.

all

things, can be merely

phenomena of

relation, not facts

appertaining to the essence of absolute Being.

last

am

15,

it

has been laid

constrained

somewhat

is

article

Open Court)

particu-

down

as

an

no antagonism

to take

is

a

To

exception.

close study of this question

twenty years forces upon

Dr. Carus in his

(No.

The Open Court,

24 and 25,

I

result of a

connection with other existents, such as motion,

distance, in fact

help

Mr. Hegeler's article in No. 25 of
welcoming opposition, I more confidently

In various numbers of
larly

at least,

of the discussion.

since reading

this journal,

offer

monotony

me

a different

on Religion and Science

apparently would have us be-

:

THE OPEN
lieve (by implication at least) that prior to the time of

the scholastics of the Middle

Ages

religion and science

were not antagonistic. The notorious fact, however, is
that wherever and whenever, in the world's history,
there arose a science distinctively formulated,

And

own.

its

invari-

Each has

ably and inevitably clashed with religion.

occupied a sphere of

it

the advocates of

up to the present century, with one or two exceptions, have been perfectly satisfied with the opposition,
and, what is more, coveted no reconciliation.
This fact is nowhere more apparent than in the
Throughout
early history of the Christian religion.
the writings of Paul the opposition is emphasized by
such marked contrasts as, Christ and Belial; light and
darkness; the spirit and the flesh; kingdom of God and
kingdom of the world. To Paul science was simply
And precisely
foolishness and sin in the sight of God.
the same it was to Tertullian, Jerome and Augustine
each,

and the majority

not

if

all

of the Christian Fathers.

word
not harmonize with it was

All their science was contained
other teaching that did

all

simply of the devil and therefore

in

is

with historic

at variance

would be much nearer the

facts.

It

truth to state just the reverse,

that with the scholastics originated the idea of reconciling the two.

Scholasticism

And
was

indeed that

is

a Christian philosophy, called into

dogma and

thought, faith and reason, religion and. science.

way whereby

rationalizing the

son and

sought to realize

it

dogma,

its

harmonize

so as to

And

aim was by
it with rea-

two presuppositions: first that the creed of the church was absolutely
true, and second, that a union between reason and faith
or religion and science was possible, nay necessary for
the simple reason that truth must be uniform: the same
thing cannot be and not be at the same time.
least,

:

so as to reduce

it,

If,

however,

it

irreconcilable, but that the
false.

Having won

a right to an equal authority with reand emboldened by that success, science was not

ligion,

long before
claimed for
of

now

It

the sole authority over the entire realm

knowledge, and treated its antagonist as a mere
This characteristically marks the epoch, the

usurper.

character and the attitude of

The

modern

science.

separation between science and religion

was not

brought about intentionally by scholasticism, as Dr. Carus claimed, but was accomplished in spite of it: it was

due to the

What
with

especially

this abortive
is

and the

rise of science
is

attempt

the fact that

fall

of scholasticism.

worthy of note here
at

in

connection

reconciling religion and

the exact prototype of all subse-

it is

quent like attempts; and that of Dr. Carus among them.
All methods of harmony followed ever since, like

upon

their forerunner in the middle ages, rest

a presup-

position or presuppositions, as a basis; they assume, at
least, that a reconciliation is possible

and desirable, nay,
The only

ground, however, for

this

assumption, so far as

able to discover in the articles above referred

found
is

in

am

I

be
another assumption, the statement that " religion

an ultimate fact of

to, is to

human nature." But whose human
human nature at what stage of

nature? I would ask, and

sion.

Human

nature

is

a

very

elastic

expres-

amount of heterogeneous eleThere is an immense difference

covers a vast

It

ments and capacities.
between the nature of a savage or semi-civilized, or even
of a civilized man, and that of the highly developed man
of culture.

What

or that of a savage

suits or satisfies

the nature of a child

unsuitable and unsatisfactory to a

is

was obtained by doing violence
to reconcile; by depriving one

real,

but apparent:

to the terms

of

Virtually,

whereby

a Kant, a Feuerbach, a Grote, a Bain or of a Mill.

the reconciliation of reason and faith, brought

about by scholasticism, was not

man

alleged scientific

All true science agreed or could be

independent existence.

attempted another conquest.

it

itself

civilized

fnade to agree with the dogma.

Thus

to

harmony was
that the two fac-

finally

not secured, this was a clear proof, not

were
was

True

formula:

or vice versa.

nature" of a savage, a child, or indeed of the ordinary

pand or contract

the scientific fact.

in the
;

into concord with

it

fact

science, but false to theology

man who has reached a higher state of development.
The doings and requirements, therefore, of the "human

trine of the church,

tors

—

compact was expressed

tual

the duty of philosophy to ex-

If the conclusions of science conflicted with the doc-

was

forthwith the

Each began to assume toward the other a defiant front,
tempered only by a love of peace. Hence a compromise
was acquiesced in a truce agreed upon. And this vir-

development?

fact.

Scholasticism rested upon, at

And

itself.

according to Dr. Carus, likewise necessary.

the simple fact.

being with the avowed object of conciliating
the

the alleged union manifested

science

false.
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breach between the two became marked and decisive.

the revealed

Dr. Carus' statement, therefore, that the separation
of science and religion originated with the scholastics of
the Middle Ages,

COURT.

equal authority with theology, the fictitious character of

it

it

sought

them of its real and
science was compre-

hended under, or merged in, theology. As soon as science began to assert its independence, and claim, at least.

needs and

are no criterion

activities

of the "

human

judge of the

to

nature" of a Strauss,

These men and thousands of others like them have outThere is no void in their
the need of religion.
nature which religion can fill. Their nature dedifferent nutriment from that of the savage, the

grown
human
mands

semi-civilized or even that of the ordinary
zation.

The argument,

assumption must
itself

fall

implies a fallacy

therefore, based

to the
:

man

of civili-

upon the above

ground, as the assumption

the fallacy lurking in the

biguity of the expression,

"human

nature."

am-

—
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The method

by Scholasticism

of procedure adopted

one

in effecting a reconciliation, consisted in suppressing

of the terms or in tampering with

had no

Science

within the domain of

real standing except

reli-

Precisely the like tactics have been adopted

gion.

with a difference only

later harmonists,

pressed.

go

meaning.

its

now

It is

while science

meaning tampered with>

its

exalted to the former's position in the

is

The

is supreme and
She is simply the
humble ancilla (maid servant). Whatever existence is
permitted it, is only in name and not in fact. So the
problem of reconciling science and religion becomes

middle ages.

authority of science

absolute, that of poor religion

easy enough.
there

In fact there

but one term

is

That, to

my

is nill.

is

nothing to reconcile, for

left.

thinking,

is

Carus defines religion

is

pre-

The Open Court.

Dr.

just the issue that

sented to us in the columns of

man's consciousness of

as

(Open Court, No.

tion to the All

But

24).

his relathis

im-

plies

nothing more than an intellectual act or process.

And

the result

Where,

then,

The

science?

mere

a

is

is

the

of knowledge.
between religion and

acquisition

difference

might be a correct

definition

definition of

philosophy or metaphysics, but not of religion

we have known

not of religion such as

certainly

;

own

our

in

ex-

perience as well as the collected experience of the past,

And

as expressed in tradition and literature.

only idea the world

wants
is

is

this

is

the

interested in, and the only idea

to see reconciled to science; or

not feasible, to have

it

a reconciliation

if

In Dr. Carus' scheme this essential idea, the idea for

which the word

religion

is

and

in the speech and literature of civilized

semi-civil-

ized nations for several thousands of years, under what-

name symbolized;

mony
other

this idea

Dr. Carus' har-

in

quietly substituted in

its

show

that this latter

a result

he gives us

then proceeds to
to science.

As

which he
religion; and

stead, to

—

labels the old familiar symbolic epithet

ferent

a

not antagonistic

is

solution of a dif-

problem from the one he had undertaken

to solve.

Religion, doubtless, has ever rested on an intellectual basis

—a belief or

a

knowledge, true or

But

false.

the object of such a belief or knowledge has invariably

been of a

definite

and uniform character.

It

has pos-

which mankind have vital interest,
and of which the simply vague term, " The All," is
sessed attributes in

wholly

acts or

destitute.

This object has been,

at

telligence, supreme, yet analogous to the

least,

human,

sonality other than the world, possessing a will

er to put

it

in execution in the control of

an

in-

a per-

and pow-

human

destiny.

In addition to this intellectual act or belief, there

is

also present in all religion another factor, namely, the

fear, rev-

due expression to

exercises calculated to give

such feelings.

Whatever

word

else the

other languages

may

religion or

two

connote, the

its

equivalent in

factors just

men-

tioned are necessarily and inseparably connected with

And

in

confirmation of this

phisticated beliefs

during the

I

it.

simply appeal to the unso-

and opinions of mankind of all nations,

three or four thousand years, as these are

last

recorded in literature of those nations.

These two features, I repeat, are inseparably bound
up with the idea of religion. And if you deprive the
word of this its essential and unalterable content
content which it has borne for thousands of years, and
by which it has been known to minds of all degrees of
culture; to believers and skeptics, devotional men and
worldlings; to the philosopher and the man of science
in the same way as to the theologian and the untrained
thinker; if you now take out of the word that content,
you will inevitably and necessarily destroy the fact
itself.
You will utterly banish religion from the world,
and there will be nothing behind except the bare symbol,
or the symbol with a new signification; which is not new
either, for it is a content borrowed from another word
philosophy or metaphysics.

The word religion is no more susceptible of having
meaning tampered with, without losing its essential
nature, than are other words of cognate signification,
its

fear,

hope, virtue, obedience,

The

trust, belief,

etc.

conception of growth or progress, except in the

degree of the emotion,

connoted by

these

is

also altogether alien to ideas

words.

And

the

word

religion

partakes of exactly like fixedness; notwithstanding

Max

Midler's contention to the contrary.

Religion conveyed precisely

ignored or rather utterly eradicated, and an-

is

is

an emotion, such as awe,

erence, love, dependence, accompanied generally with

the symbol, the idea which

has been palpable before the world, and remained fixed

ever

conviction in man's feelings and conduct,

itself in

such as loyalty, awe, reverence, faithfulness,

so understood.

it

manifesting

term sup-

in the

generally religion that has to under-

and has

a limitation

by

effect of this

the

same notion

to

Moses, Isaiah, Paul and the Christian Fathers, as it does
to-day to Leo XIII., the archbishop of Canterbury and

De Witt Talmage.

The meaning attached to it in the
minds of Jewish rabbis, Egyptian priests, Indian theosophists and Mohammedan fanatics, was accepted without question by the irreligious, the skeptic and the scoffer,
as well as by the philosopher and the scholar.
Religion
to Lucretius, Celsus and Lucian, was the same as it was
to Cicero, St. Augustine and Marcus Aurelius.
What
it signified to Calvin and Luther, the same it did also to
Voltaire and Paine. It is only within the present century,
and especially the latter half of it, that diversity of opinions has been entertained as to its true character, and that
chiefly among metaphysicians and minds imbued with
liberal thought.
It

is

And

this in itself

sufficient to arouse distrust

which impels the compromisers

is

a significant fact.

motive
examine anew the

as regards the

to
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ground of religion and seek for
in

human

it

some other foundation
some position

consciousness than the old one

science cannot undermine.

which

that in the middle ages

—

motive

It is a similar

prompted the advocates of science

compromise with the theologians for the sake of
Now it is the religionist that desires to compropeace.
In each instance it 'is the weaker party that hoists
mise.
up the flag of truce. But in resorting to a compromise
to

the religionist

constrained to surrender

is

constituted religion

The

truth

—

that really

all

save the name.

all

prevailing scientific conception of the world

impos-

is

has been founded on Dualism; it posanthropomorphic god as the first and indis-

sible, for religion

tulates an

pensable condition of

its

No

be of any avail.

will

No other conception

existence.

other conception of a

God

No vague
will prove capable of supporting a religion.
somethings or nothings will answer the purpose. The
Unknowable, the Thing

in

the

Itself,

the

Infinite,

Unity in Difference, the All, the Great Being of
Humanity, each and all fall short of the requisite
potency to give meaning and life to religion. None of
these are capable of constituting a

God such

as the relig-

demands.
God set up with either of these entities stands in
as much chance of becoming an object of religious

ious instinct

A
just

law of gravitation or the fourth
People would be as likely to wor-

zeal or aspiration as the

dimension does.

ship, fear, love or reverence "

able

The

would

a tom-cat

ception,

I

Unknow-

All " or the

Humanity

or even the Great Being of

mummy.

or an Egyptian
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and the value of

my

aspirations

my

life

empty.

desolation and
I identified

common

Christianity and superstition, faith and cred-

experiences in the lives of individuals and in the

that a

found that there was some

wrong

accordingly

interpretation of religion does not justify

us in discarding religion altogether.

When

I lived in

Germany

once had the pleasure of

I

priest, who was sent
by the government of Japan to study European religions.
He had read two of my publications, which perhaps might have been and indeed were denounced by
orthodox minds as irreligious. He considered them
worthy of his notice for the sake of religion.
My conversation with this venerable and learned
man, who came from a country to which we send missionaries, gave me much food for thought.
He was not
hampered by any creed; his Buddhism does not prescribe any dogma to be believed in.
He was well read
in the philosophy of Plato and of Kant.
At least he
referred to their idealistic doctrines in a way which
proved that he knew of what he was speaking. He

being received by a Buddhist high

"

said:

who

No

con-

can

ground for religion. Banish dualism from
your head and religion will necessarily vacate the heart.

I

truth hidden in the old superstitions, and

they

repeat, except the anthropomorphic, affords a

AH was
my life

lost.

and dualism. It was not until I had,
through many experiences, advanced on the thorny
path of inquiry and thought, that I regained the equipoise to judge justly of religion and to learn that the
errors through which I had passed were everywhere

as

sufficient

were

In this period of

religion

ulity,

developme;it of nations.

that a reconciliation of religion with the

is

COURT.

assist

difficulty in

Japan

to educate a clergy

is

them

in their

troubles, comfort

them

and miseries, and elevate their minds

tions

are

Our

can be the teachers and advisers of the people,

who

in afflic-

when they

happy and prosperous."
There are moments in life when not only the uned-

ucated but also, and perhaps even in a higher degree,

SUPERSTITION IN RELIGION AND SCIENCE.
The criticism by D. Theophilus,* published in the
present number of The Open Court, was very welcome because it comes from an able pen. The article,
as we learn from the accompanying letter, is written by
a man who studied theology and is well versed in theo-

He

logical questions.

<ienounces

as superstition.

it

valuable, and
tion, as

it

does not side with religion but

it

His

criticism, I believe,

deserves publication and our

states the opinions of a large

many

thinkers; and

of our readers,

is

atten-

full

number of

free

do not doubt, will

I

find therein a fair and scholarly expression of their views.

Before

I enter into a discussion of

mention that years ago
opinion as Theophilus.

I

As

dogmas was shaken,

verge of despair.
*For

all I

dogmas of which

to consider as absolute

faith in these

know

the

let

had been a

a child I

ful believer in Christianity, the

been taught

the subject

me

cherished exactly the same

truths.
I

When my

aim, the content

classes

need the

spiritual

Of such moments

of a fatherly friend.

there

support

may be

mentioned as the most prominent, the entrance of a
child into

The

life,

marriage and the

last

honors to the dead.

actions of every individual have a definite reference

and growth of the commuhity and of
humanity in general. The individual should know it
and must be conscious of it. Therefore those actions of
ours in which this our relation to a greater whole is unusually marked and noticeable, must be sanctified so as
to remind us of their importance.
We need appropriate
forms for these actions and cannot dispense with them.
These forms, however, should harmonize with the civilization of to-day and be free from dogmatism and superto the healthy life

stitious notions.

had

was almost on the

The purpose and

name may be a pseudonym.

faithI

more educated

the

If

a

man

like this

Buddhist high priest comes to

we tell him:
Go home and abolish

us to study the religious problem shall

Religion

is

simply superstition.

religion altogether.
far

ahead of

us.

By doing

so

you Japanese

will

be

—
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The

leading mistake of Theophilus

He

Open Court.

that he

criti-

The

defines religion as a belief

in a

supernatural deity and

not as

it,

it is

declares that

But how can religion be

dualism.

is

defined in

he defines

cizes religion as

founded on

is

it

with the
Buddhism, whose

identified

belief in a supernatural deity, since

adherents are the most numerous on earth,

is

an athe-

If scholasticism failed in

its

endeavors to reconcile

causes of superstition

Those who

factors are irreconcilable.

the schoolmen

It

dogmatism of the

'

it

The

remain,

or

conveys precisely the same

religious spirit

does to-day

it

and the

scientific

should remain, the same,

least

at

And

does to-day to Leo. XIII.'

notion to Aristotle, Ptolemy and Kepler as
to our scientists.

tion,

until after a

when

is

correct.

olutionists

who

destroyed science as well as religion.

tists

—

come the

longer or shorter process of evolu-

a certain stage of maturity

is

reached they

old superstition of the orthodox pharisees of

science.

The

although the meaning of words and their definitions

change

absolute

as

were to the scientists of their era heterodox, just as
Luther was denounced as a heretic and infidel by the
church. Socrates was executed because he was said to
be irreligious, and Christ was crucified for blasphemy.
If to-day a scientist would try to establish a new
although correct explanation of certain natural phenomena, which appeared to be contrary to the present
views of his colleagues, it is certain that his theory would
for a long time be rejected and ridiculed.
La Marck
and Darwin have experienced the truth of this fact.
Only by great efforts did they and their followers over-

indeed never tried to

reconcile religion and science, but the

in a certain sense also science

superstition

their

name orthodox, viz., the men whose
They denounced the heterodox as rev-

truth assumed the

proves that the method of

church and the dogmatism of Aristotelean philosophy.
Neither should the former be identified with religion
nor the latter with science.
In a certain sense it is true that Religion conveyed
precisely the same notion to Moses, Isaiah, Paul and the
Christian Fathers as

the dualism of former centuries.

Copernicus, Kepler, Gallileo and other great scien-

They

was wrong.

re-

is

cherished

prove that the two

ligion and science this failure does not

spirit

not necessarily a religious^error.QBy far the
most numerous superstitions are scientific superstitions.
Superstition is the assumption of an error as if it were
an axiomatic truth; and one of the most important

stition is

view

religion?

istic

COURT.

former ages, the erroneous dual-

superstition of

much

ism which boasted so

was not only an

of

its

orthodoxy,

infallible

attribute of the religion of the middle

dualism, declares that the soul does not exist independ-

its philosophy and science.
It is but a
few decades since physiology got rid of the dualistic
view of a life-principle, or vital power. Even to-day
our chemists speak of organic and inorganic chemistry,
as if two different kinds of elements existed, the living
and the dead. This view and its whole terminology

ent of the body, that soul-substance and soul-properties

are but scientific superstitions.

perhaps become fixed for
as

if

all

ages but also of

times.

made by Theophilus appear to me
someone were criticizing modern psychology, who

The

objections

defined psychology as an inquiry into the properties and

Then

substance of the soul.

the

are superstitious notions, e/-go,

on error and has no

title

critic,

all

being averse to

psychology

The

to existence.

based

is

truth

is

that

the old dualistic interpretation of the functions of the
soul are erroneous;

all

the psychological terms and even

the definition of psychology
school, are

now proven

this conceded,

chology

is

is

any

to

itself,

as stated

be fundamentally

critic justified in

by the
false.

fact

is

And

well-established and yet

frees himself

how

the errors of old

the path to

Nor

—

far

— were the germs of truth.

ing absolute errors-

can

we

from be-

They

con-

great discoveries by the old superstitious notions of the

its

little

appreciated

orthodoxy

as religion.

the history of civilization

by which man

length

why

errors.

winnowed them until the grain was separated from the
chafF. Thus Copernicus and Kepler were guided in their

Science in former centuries was just as dualistic as religion.

at

through

All

saying that psy-

few centuries all the sciences have
been revolutionized by new discoveries, just as our civilization has been modified by the many inventions
made in all branches of life and labor. It is but natural
that religion also should be revolutionized and based upon
This will be accomother principles than heretofore.
plished whether we champion or oppose the new view
of religion, for it is the outcome of an evolutionary process in the growth and development of mankind.

The

here explain

leads

tained golden grains of truth, and the faithful enquirer

last

that science has just as well

not the place here to point out

old

a superstition?

During the

It is

truth necessarily

from

is

the slow process

superstition.

Super-

Pythagorean philosophy.

harmony

the

They

believed a priori in

of the spheres.

Also another

fact

can only be hinted

at:

Humanity

does not consist of single individuals but forms one
great unity.

The

single individual

sentative of the ideas of his age,

is

merely the repre-

which

are the results of

This will easily explain
why certain ages bear a certain uniform character.
Some men are
There are, no doubt, exceptions.
greatly in advance of their times and some lag behind.
a long process of evolution.

But

such exceptions

as cases of atavism
I

confute

our argument as

little

overthrow the theory of evolution.

argued with many different persons upon the
and found that apart from

topics of religion and science,

:

:
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of definitions,

a difference

almost the same opinions.

have different definitions

fundamentally they

held

The atheist and the monotheist
of God. The former rejects,

God, but de facto both agree
aware of. The
of to-day and Robert IngersoU

COURT.

They were conscious
anxieties

of great

much more than they

spirit of

Roman
are

Catholic priest

more

alike in

\.h.e\r

we must

erally supposed, but
their

philosophical views than

A free-thinker of

much more from

may perhaps be a changeling ? What

Calvinist of to-day

would burn a man who hadapeculiar idea of the Trinity of
God. The shortcomings of religious men are not errors
science.

Errors and superstitions are errors of

men and

Every

share of them.

The

own

time has likewise

its

and the religious

scientific

constantly endeavoring to free humanity from

full

spirit is

its

Taking

this

ground,

why

I fail to see

religion should

Why shall

credited with all the great ideals of the future.

not religion just as well as science be freed from the

Absolute truth never existed

shackles of superstition?

either in religion or in science. Scientific definitions and
religious

dogmas have changed from century

tury, but the religious spirit

The

the same.

and

scientific spirit

scientific spirit

to

cen-

means man's
consciousness of being in unity with the whole Cosmos
whether it is called the All or God, Brahma or Nirvana or even Nought. The religious sentiment is a
powerful factor in every human being. It prompts us
to live in accordance with what we call ethics, and by it
our ethical instincts must be explained. The profespure love of

and true

truth,

religiosity

—

sedly

irreligious

possess

stronger than those

who

other than religion,

if

this

you

please, but the rose

with any other name. In
religion I have?

That

embrace; and the cause?

I

There

is

—they were

narrow-minded

of progress

?

their zeal for

human

if

is

the
the

a scientist, but every-

it,

but a part of a greater whole.

is

know

that;

and every child should

not by being taught so at school, but by seeing

parents act accordingly.

A true

and a great

scientist

phenomena

are but

Nature
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is

so

conceive that

artist

many

every true

one and the same every where^

man, every great

scientific

be possessed of the right religious

who

those

all

instances of the

Science and art are based upon this truth.

Accordingly,,

artist

must

eo ipsa

However^

spirit.

cannot intellectually grasp this truth, must

needs be religious or they will sink below the level of
the savage and the brute.

What we want
doxy

to

is

religion for the masses

make them bow down and worship

religion that

makes the

;

not orthobut a

idols,

individual feel himself the repre-

community, of his
which the masses are

sentative of a higher power, of his

A

nation, of humanity'.

nation in

religious in this sense will be truly republican, for every

be a representative of the sovereignty of the

citizen will

nation

—of the

well as

its

sovereignty with

all

its

prerogatives

as-

obligations.

Call

BY

PARABLES.*
HENRY BYRON.

this sense Schiller said

THE INFORMER.

none of all jou may mention
Truly, religion

not orthodox

it

how

;

intoxicated, as
felt that

could they be

it

power than themselves had taken

were, with

the heart-blood of

progress was throbbing in their veins.

In our village there lived a bad man, an informer.

is!"

they were to be the representatives

They were
truth.
They

individual

would be

The religious spirit and the scientific spirit are so
much in harmony that one cannot exist without the
other.
All the prominent men of science were sincerely
religious

Science

may be had by

sometimes

religiosity

profess a certain religion.

Which

so

its

remained

characterized .by a

is

another point.

the few, but religion

child can

natural

be identified with the errors of the past and science

"

know

many

errors.

art,

not take the profound learning of a scholar to recognize
that the

and our

and

body can be and should be imbued with the true religious
Religion is not a deep philosophy, it does
sentiment.

error of

of their times,

besltzt,

surely needs religion.

Not everybody can be

masses.

the true religious-

devoid of both.

is

this leads us to

privilege of

was not an

of religion; just as the ;^?zz^ vitce

a rose

He

And

differs in the

science has

and

can be said

also has religion.

But he who

cler-

same degree from Luther himself.
What Lutheran clergyman would throw his inkstand at
the devil or order a misformed babe to be drowned, because

it

He

a free-thinker of media2va! times than
;

gyman

The man who

to-day differs

from an orthodox believer of to-day and a Lutheran

is

Wer Wissenschaft und Kunst
Dey hat atick Religion.
Wer aber beide nicht besiizt,
Der habe Religion.

eliminate the differences of

suffering for a great

individual loss

The same

fleeting trifles.

artists.
Such sentiment
which Goethe speaks

terminology and translate the language of the one

into that of the other.

it

were but

gen-

is

working and
which their

of

cause, in comparison to

the latter accepts, the idea of

are themselves
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A greater

possession of them.

As we Arabians

are governed

by strangersf and

as

hold, not always with justice, incidents occur in our

munities which,

we

think,

we

we

com-

have good reason to con-

To discover such secrets
from the government.
and betray them for pay to the authorities was the work
If he succeeded, (which was but too
of the informer.
ceal

often the case,) imprisonments, fines and
* Translated from the Arabian,

t

The Turks. (The

Translator.)

still

heavier

—

—
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punishments followed, and grief and sorrow reigned all
through the community.
But the informer was overtaken by a disease which
proved fatal. Shortly, however, before he died he sent

them thus: "I
God and against you all my life

for the principal citizens and spoke to

have sinned against
long and you

now

see

me

The

repentant and contrite.

AUmerciful will forgive me, poor, repentant sinner
But I fear I have transfor His grace is infinite.
gressed too much to expect forgiveness from men.
Grant me, however, I pray you, one request! When
you carry me to my last resting-place lay a stone on my
iDier.
This stone will be the emblem of the heavy load
with which remorse, in the hour of death, burdens my
heart.
Perhaps some one who has sighed under the
burden of remorse himself will take pity on him who
lies stretched under the stone and will not curse his

memory."

The

principal citizens promised the dying

man

to

COURT.
CORRESPONDENCE.
AN INQUIRY CONCERNING IMMORTALITY.

Ithaca, N. Y.
26, on
The Life and Growth of Ideas," occur these words " When we
self,
our
ideas,
die,
but
our
better
the
ideas
remain.
We
are gone,
can be immortal."

To

the Editor:

think

I

was

the hate, the contempt for the informer, the terrible

There

scourge of the community?
pall

the

and not one had an

man

evil

on the
thought for

evil

who

used to reveal their tricks to us!

The

burial-

dogs!"

and they carried off the principal citizens to prison.
Again a sea of troubles rushed on the poor village.

The sinner had repented; he was dead; his sins
were forgiven by God and men; but the consequences
of sin remained.

WHAT

this that

ard; 1S88.

was

it

well founded,

is

any but a comparatively

Brewer.

S.

truly,

cell,

its

descendants.

If the cell dies, its structure, as

produced by and has been adapted

And

preserved.

for

it is

function,

a special

this structure, this special form,

is

the cell and

is

not the constantly changing material elements which constitute
Granting this, you may say That is no
it in a certain moment.
:

immortality, for the body of which the cell

thus after

all

is

a part will die,

and

the cell will have only " a comparatively brief

Certainly this immortality

is

not so

much an

abso-

lute negation of mortality as a positive continuance after death.

What is true of the cell is true of man. The individual dies,
but he persists in his children, he lives in his works and will continue to exist in humanity.

You
away.

accept this, but you declare that this world will also pass
However, you should bear in mind that our world may
for many millions of years and we may be sure that the

race has not as yet attained to full maturity. The immeasurable ages before us appear almost as an eternity. And to
ponder on the persistence of life and its forms after the destruction of this world, seems to me the same as if a child worried about
the fate of his grandchildren. But although we cannot form any
definite idea concerning the final fate of our planet, we may be

sure that the earth has a similar immortality, as has the cell in
the individual, and the individual in the race.

There

no death

in the old sense of the word, as there is

Both are

death,

we

both are changes of form. If there is
dying and constantly new-born, for, then, death

no

transitions,

are constantly

is life.

Editor.]

NO INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX.
New

the Editor:

made

his negative position has

to construct a tax in place of the

Why
vidual

He
was

York, March

is

tariff'

marred by

taxes, but

his attempt

one displaced.
any such proposition as

did he spoil his article by

income

10, iSSS.

of "National Taxation," Anti-monopolist

a clear demonstration of the injustice of

whatever merit

" indi-

tax".'

disposes of the justness of this tax in a few lines; as

if it

self-evident:

"A man

begot through pain,

from Poems by Da-vid Atwood Wasson.

is

birth in the sense of a creative beginning.

doth remain,

with a larger net income claims and enjoys the progovernment for it to a larger extent than a man

tection of the

Through pain immortal made, and
* Selected

the

which constitutes an almost infinitely small part
of our body, dies away; but biology teaches that it lives in its
For instance, the liver cell
It has not lived in vain.
filial cells.
(as Professor Hering informs us in his essay, Nos. 22 and 23 of
The Open Court) has acquired from its ancestors, from liver
cells, the specific energies of their function, and transmits these
[The

has

Large, sweet, and luminous and sure?

A joy by joy

as tenantless as

this opinion of the wise

Very

brief existence.'

Under the caption

life,

is

become

Now, if

To

DOIH REMAIN?*

A great light glowing into
A great warmth conquering in the breast,
A great joy drowning care and strife,
A great pang shading into rest.
And what

— of

human

But when the procession
ground a wild cry: " Profanation of the dead!" rang
through the air and in an instant they were surrounded
by fierce Turkish mercenaries. " They want to revenge
themselves on the dead !" shouted the hirelings; " on our
approached the

friend

generally accepted

be immortal, or have

exist

lying underneath.

— now

how can our ideas

lay the stone

word, an

the teaching

at its beginning.

existence."

to

is

surface must cease, and the earth

and silent mourning reigned everywhere. Had
man now lying in his coffin done much injury
almost all who followed him to his grave? Where

not the

it

wise ones, that this globe which we inhabit is constantly, though
slowly, losing its heat and moisture; and that there is coming a
time, measurable by years, when from this cause all life upon its

energies to

stillness

Court', No.
:

wish and on the following day a bier, covered with a pall on which lay a heavy stone, was slowly
As is customary in such
carried through the streets.
<;ases whenever a funeral passed, everyone left his occupation instantly, closed his shop and house-door and followed the procession. Again, as is customary, solemn
fulfill his last

Open

the close of an editorial in

Sir, at

"

pure.

Boston: Lee

&

Shep-

with a smaller net income."
This was all or all at least that

—

justification of the tax.

I

could discern

—advanced in

I

:

THK OPKN
His supposition

is

that

tlie

national

government

a watcli-

is

•dog for property, and yet he says further on:
"There are those who say that a national income-tax would
•cause a good deal of perjury in this country.
" Yet it is i/ie American tax that, if permanently established,

would soon render the American people

'truthful' as to

its

pay-

truthfulness of a free nation can be affected only by

The

ment.

legislation, in favor of classes of the people, but never by
sound, and uniform tax for the support of a government of
the people, by the people and for the people, as our national gov•ernment, and also every American state and municipal govern-

erroneous
a

just,

ment, happily

is

If this tax

is

this."

to

make people honest it would

necessarily follow

no further protection and consequently no tax.
-uiill pay the tax,
for if they don't want to, they can easily evade it, and only honest
people would pay it, thereby encouraging dishonesty.
But, Anti monopolist contends, they will pay, because they
recognize the fairness of the tax; why, then, do you advocate the
swearing of citizens, and if they will not then submit a true report, punish them even unto a deprivation of liberty.'
This sounds much as if fie even doubted the honesty of the
payees of the tax.
Again, if the tax is levied because of the protection the government extends over property, and the greater the property the
that property needed

We

are compelled to suppose that the people

larger the tax,

it

follows that

all

who

possess sufficient property

to bear a tax shall, regardless of everything else, have a voice in

how and in what manner the property is to be protected,
and disfranchise all who pay no tax, since they have no property'
to protect. Citizenship would then depend upon a property qualisaying

fication.

Anyway
is

the proposition

is

void since the state government

COURX.

In the second chapter the author deals with what he calls "the

which he
Without attempting to prove
that the brilliant orator was a "bookish per^n," he shows very
conclusively that he was fairly well grounded, according to the
standard of the period in which he lived, in the fundamentals of
education, including considerable knowledge of the classics. In
religious matters Henry did not share the " fashionable skepti-

Jeffersonian tradition of Patrick Henry's illiteracy,"

considers " far too highly tinted."

cism" of the times, as derived from contact with the free-thinking
nation of France, and more directly introduced into this country
in the teachings of Jeft'erson and Paine.
He wrote a treatise in
refutation of Paine's "Age of Reason," which, however, he afterbeing
distrustful
the
literary merit of the
wards destroyed,
of
work. The life of Patrick Henry covered the most eventful
period of our early history, and in addition to the

we

intelligent review of the general condition

during, the early formative years

ginning to shape

Poems.

'Ry

shall

The

to

is

the privilege to hold exclusive possession to some portion of the
land.
Since all have an equal right, none can appropriate to
themselves the choicest portions unless they render back to the
community an equivalent for the superior advantages they hold,
\which shall be expended for the general good.
My desire is to be an anti-monopolist; therefore
pelled to be brief and not press too

otherwise

I

much matter

would explain the advantages of

I

am com-

into this reply;

be-

w.

tfian

mortal

woman

I

see thee stand,"

" Placid thy beams as that still line at dawn
Where the dim hills along the slcy are drawn."

this

type of purer love abides on earth,

has not re-

it

placed that of the other Aphrodite, daughter of the sea-foam
"

From our low world no gods have taken wing,
Even now upon our hills the twain are wandering,
The Medicean's shy and servile grace,

And

the immortal beauty of thy face."

bitter experience the false and fleeting
happiness "that lesser Aphrodite" brings, and turns to pay the
full homage of a tried and believing soul to her nobler sister.

But he has learned by

Here he

this tax in detail.

c. p.

Ed-ward Ro-cvland Sill. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin&Co.

Though
any other country

affairs

was

he apostrophizes the last-named goddess,

an end.

privilege a person enjoys in this or

life

Sill

—

a means

national

itself.

" Larg-er

pay taxes to the extent of the
privileges the government aifords them merely voting is not a
It is simply
privilege, since it presupposes something to choose.
true that persons

and outlook of

when our

has long been known among lovers of good verse as
one of the best minor poets of the day. He is doubtless best
known to the general public by the short poem, "The Fool's
Prayer;" but though we share the universal admiration for this
specimen of the poet's work and feel the real power and inspiration it contains, we do not place it above other short poems, such
as " Opportunity," " Dare You" and " Strange."
The opening poem is entitled "The Venus of Milo," and is a
dissertation in musical rhyme on celestial and earthly love, represented in the deities of contrasted beauty and power over men,
the Medicean and the Melian Venus.

Mr.

invested with the complete police regulation.
It is

new knowledge

gain of the main subject. Prof Tyler has given us a clear and

will

remain

" Till the dim earth

is luminous with Hght
the white dawn from some far-hidden shore,
That shines upon thy forehead evermore."

Benj. Doblin.

Of

BOOK

REVIEVVAS.

This

little

old readers

Patrick Henry.
Tyler.

This

American Statesmen Series.
Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

series

Cott

needed by the reviewer than to

new number

call attention to the

in a collection of

but to

all

Mr.

compact useful biographies has long since
in popular approval, and but little more is

of

established itself

oi a

By Moses

appearance

works of equally high order

the

long

poems

will be

known and

welcomed not only

to

prized the author's work,

lovers of high, ennobling verse.

Sill

stiffly

collection of

who have

never chooses an ignoble theme, nor does he write in

serious vein of the didactic poet.

hopeful observer of

men and

things, with the

He

a reflective,

is

power of giving

musical expression to his thoughts that lingers long and lovingly
c. p. w.
in the reader's ear.

Patrick Henry, the fervid orator

and even execution throughout.
and sound statesman, is one of the most picturesque characters in
American history; and with a writer of such qualifications and

pleasing style as Prof Tyler to present us with fresh knowledge
of the subject, the reading of this book is sure to be as entertain-

ing as

profitable.

Tyler embodies considerable

LProf. was opportunity
as there

to do,

"William Wirt, written as

far

new

material in his work,

inasmuch

back as 1S17,

as the biography of
is

the only

work

de-

By Brei Harte. Boston The Same.
This is a story written in the author's usual vein and dealing
with the same materials of Western life and scenery which distinguish all his writings and make up his native literary heath.
"A Phyllis of the Sierras" is published in uniform size with

A Phyllis OF THE Sierras.

:

"Maruja" and "Snowbound at Eagles," and will receive immediate welcome and perusal from Mr. Harte's numerous readers.
The volume contains two stories, the second being entitled "A
c. p. w.
Drift from Redwood Camp."
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woman.

She gave

CHAPTER IX.— Concluded.

"My

was

silenced,

children beg," she said;

"they hunger and

was

a large face with sharp features, in

former beauty were

traces of

visible.

which

With head bent

forward, she stood before the young lady, and her
sparkling eyes passed peeringly from one countenance to
the other.

We have money only for the men who work for
answered Use, coldly. " For strangers who are
thirsty, there is our spring; and to those who are hungry
we give bread. You will get nothing more at our house."
Again dozens of arms were raised and again the
wild crowd pressed nearer. The gypsy woman drove
them back by a call in a foreign tongue.
" We wish to work, Fraulein," she said, in fluent
German, with a foreign accent; "the men mend old
utensils, and we drive away rats and mice from the
"

speedily."

if

you have

a sick horse,

we

will cure

it

.

Use shook her head negatively. " We do not need
your help; where is your pass?"
" We have none," said the woman; " we came from
foreign parts," and she pointed to where the sun rises.
"

And where

"

We do

you rest to-night?" asked Use.
know; the sun is going down and my

will

not

people are weary and barefooted," replied the gypsy

woman.
"

You

must not

rest

near the farm nor near the

the

The bread you will receive
farm-yard; you may send some one

it.

If

lage houses.

to

you

light a fire in

one of our

go too near the sheaves; we

Let none of you
lage to

"

tell

We

stroll

do not

tell

fields,

at the

vil-

gate of

there to fetch

take care not

shall look after you.

about the property or into the

fortunes to people, for

we do

not permit

fortunes," answered the

vilit."

woman,

touching a small black cross which she wore round her
neck.

"

None

here below

know

the future, nor do we."

Use bent her head reverently.
" Well said," said she, "According to the meaning
which seems conveyed in your words, you do not remind
me in vain of the communion which exists between us.
Come to the gate yourself, mother, and expect me
there; if you need anything for your little ones, I will
endeavor to help you."
" We have a sick child, my pretty young lady, and
the boys are in want of clothes," begged the gypsy
Copyrighted.

a sign, and the wild troop tramped obedi-

" That such a scene should be
country

The

possible

in

this

could never have believed," cried the Doctor.

I

"They were

formerly quite a plague to us," replied

Use, with indifference;
strict order,

now

they are scarce.

and that they

know

My father

right well.

But

we must go

back to the farm-yard, for there can be no
harm in caution with these thievish people."
She hastened back to the farm-yard. The Doctor
lamented heartily that his journey hindered him from
obtaining information from the strangers concerning the
secrets of their language.

Use

us,"

walls; and

people shall do as you

friends looked with curiosity after the band.

keeps

thirst."
It

my

ently along the side road that led to the village.

and a brown gypsy woman,
not smaller than Use, with shining hair arranged in braids
and a colored handkerchief on her head, came out from
the band, and stretched her hands toward Use.
noise

" I will come, and

wish."

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

The

COURT.

called the Inspector,

and the intelligence that

there were gypsies in the neighborhood flew like wild

The

over the farm.

fire

were guarded, the

stables

poultry and families of fatted pigs were given in charge
to stout maids,

and the shepherds and the ploughmen

received orders to keep watch at night.
children and gave
to control

cult

them

their supper,

their excitement.

Use called the

and found

it

diffi-

The youngest were

given over to mademoiselle, under strong protest and

many tears, to the secure guardianship of their beds.
Then Use collected old gowns and linen, gave a maid
the charge of

two

and prepared to go to the
where the gypsy woman would

loaves,

gate of the farm-yard,

The Doctor, in his joy about the strangers,
had cast off all anxiety about his friend.
" Allow us to witness the interview with the sibyl,"

await her.

he begged.
They found the gypsy woman sitting in the dusk
before the gate. Near her w^as a half-grown maiden,
with

brilliant eyes

The woman

and long

tresses,

but scanty dress.

rose and received with a distinguished air

which Use handed to her.
young lady," she exclaimed, and
all the happiness that you now wish shall be your portion.
You have a face that promises good fortune.
the bounty

" Blessings on you,

Blessings on your golden hair and your blue eyes.
I
" Will

thank you," she concluded, bowing her head.

face

is

The

my

maiden

a keep-

wild beauty held out her hand.

"Her

not the gentlemen also give

sake?"

little

burnt by the sun; be kind to the poor dark

girl,"'

begged the old one, looking furtively round.
The Professor shook his head negatively. The
Doctor got out his purse and placed a piece of gold in
the hand of the old woman.
" Have you given up prophesying?" he askedy
laughing.

who prophesy and
gypsy woman. " Let the

" It brings misfortune to those
those

who

ask," replied the

gentleman be on

his

guard against

all

that barks or
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scratches, for mischief will

to

him from dogs and

cats."

Use and the Professor laughed; and meanwhile the
eyes of the gypsy woman peered restlessly into the bushes.
"
cannot tell fortunes," she continued. "

We

We

have no power over the future, and

Yet we

like others.

see

much,

we make

mistakes,

my beautiful young lady;

and though you do not desire it, I will tell you someThe gentleman near you seeks a treasure, and
thing.
he will find it, but he must take care not to lose it; and
you, proud lady, will be dear to a

man who wears

a

crown, and you will have the choice of becoming a
sovereign; the choice and the torment," she added in a

lower tone, and her eyes again wandered unquietly
about.

"Away

with you," cried Use, indignantly; "such

COURT.

Much alarmed she shook the closed gate, then
broke through the hedge and sprang like a lioness past
orchard.

not overtake her.

men

-would not

tell

she

fortunes, but she could not help recom-

mending herself by a bit of secret knowledge."
" She has long ago learnt all about us from the

they pitched their tents?" asked the

Doctor, with curiosity.

Doctor the next moment struggled with another, who
glided like an eel from under his hands and disappeared

Meanwhile the first robber struck at
arm of the Professor with his knife, wrenched himself away from the hand which held him, and in the
in the darkness.

the

next

moment broke through

"They

live!" cried

"Probably beyond the village," answered Use. "You
see their fires in the valley. These strangers do not
like one to come near their camp and see what they have

night-dress,

and

and remained

standing on the border of the brook, not far from the
All around them lay the darkness of the even-

The

old house stood out on

the rock, gloomy under the twilight gray of the heavens.

At

their

feet the

water murmured and the leaves of

were agitated by the night wind. Silently did
the three look upon the vanishing forms of the landthe trees

scape; the valley alongside of the village lay invisible in
the deep shadows of the night; not one lighted

was to be seen.
"They have disappeared
are even

now

window
which

flying through the air," said the E)octor.

But the others did not answer; they were no longer

Then through

the

Use started and

evening they heard a low

listened.

Again the same weak

tone.

"The

the eyes

stripped.

The

of mademoiselle

and the protection of the bedroom and slipped into the
garden, in order to see the

they had heard their

who were

sister

fire

of the gypsies, of

They had

speak.

which

fallen into

looking out for something to

steal,

and had

been deprived of their clothes.
Use took the screaming children in her arms, and in
vain did the friends try to relieve her of the burden.
Silently she hastened with them into the house, rushed

room, and,

still

holding them

fast,

knelt

down

and the friends heard her supit was only for a few moments that
she lost her self-control. She rose, and looked at the
servants, who thronged terrified into the room.
"

No harm

claimed.

"

sofa,

has happened to the children," she ex-

Go where you have

to

keep watch and send

one of the Inspectors to me."
The Inspector stepped forward.
" This has been a robbery on our land," said Use,
" and those who perpetrated it should be given up to the
law. I beg of you to have them seized in their camp."
" Their fire is in the ravine behind the village," re-

"one may see the flame and smoke
from the upper story. But, Friiulein I say it unwilwould it not be more prudent to let the rogues
lingly

—

—

escape?

A

large portion of the harvest

sheaves; they
still

the

quiet

plied the Inspector;
silently like the bats,

thinking of the gypsies.

moan.

nearly

Franz, also

for supper."

ing on bush and meadow.

was

all

Use, kneeling on the ground,

children had _ escaped from

by them before the
pressed sobs. But

garden.

then

with panting breath, and embracing the little ones, who
now uttered piteous cries. It was Riekchen, in her

into the

into the valley

One heard

the hedge.

branches, and

the

may

They descended slowly

Two

the hands of some of the fellows belonging to the band,
la-

Ijorers," replied Use, laughing.

"Where have

as she flew on.

;

again.

woman;

moved

from the ground one encountered her, but
Use threw back the arm which was raised to strike her,
so that the man tottered and fell back over the weeping
Felix, who was behind
children who lay on the grass.
Use, sprang forward and seized the man, while the
rose

" We know nothing," murmured the gypsy woman
humbly, grasping the talisman on her neck. " We
have only our thoughts, and our thoughts are idle or
Farewell,
true, according to a more powerful will.
my pretty lady," she cried out with emphasis and strode
with her companion into the darkness.
"How proudly she goes away," exclaimed the Docfor the clever

friends hastened after her, but could

A bright light shone among the trees

before her and something

crackling of

"I have much respect

The

the espaliers.

gossip does not agree with your words."

tor.
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children!" cried Use, in dismay, and rushed

toward the hedge which divided the meadow from the

may

set

it

on

venge, or perhaps venture
their people."

fire in
still

still

lies

in

the night, out of re-

worse, in order to free

—

"No," exclaimed Use; "do not hesitate do not deWhether the vagabonds injure us or not will be
decided by a higher will; we must do our duty. The
lay.

;
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crime demands
erty

of guardian of

in tlie position

is

law."

tlie

"Let us be quick," said the Professor; "we will accompany you."
" Take your strongest men from the farm-yard,"
She
said Use; "Hans and I will watch in the house."
burst open the study door and pointed gloomily to her

Take from thence whatever

"

of arms.

father's chest

our people require for defence."

"Now

am

I

replied the Inspector, after

satisfied,"

consideration; "the farm bailiff shall remain here and

He

was

stick that

he

fice,"

in a

corner of the room.

to

my

studies,

who
As

forgotten their Indian language."
point of leaving the room he stopped

drops of blood

wa^ on

he
"

:

the

But you must

down

hand.

to kiss his

Felix restrained

her.

"

It

not worth speaking of, Fraulein,"

is

"

claimed.

I

can

Use flew

for a

he ex-

move my arm."

The Doctor compelled him

What
'

bandage.

said,

comforting Use; "a

little

and anxiety

her future

life?

he

us,"

begged Use, hastening

Professor looked at her anxious countenance,

shook her heartily by the hand and

left

the

room with

his friend.

The

hasty tread of the

men had

Use

died away.

went alone through all the rooms in the house; doors
and windows were closed; Hans watched at the door
opening into the court-yard, his father's sword in his
hand; and the housemaids overlooked the court-yard and
garden from the upper floor. Use entered the nursery,
where the two little ones, surrounded by mademoiselle

and their brothers and sisters, were sitting in their beds
and struggling between their last tears and their sleep.

Use kissed the

tired little ones, laid

them down on

their

pillows, then she hastened out into the yard and listened,

now

in the direction in

other side,

this to

be a foreboding of

the golden doors only opened to

foretaste of eternal glory.

For thus did the

where the

spirits

of

who

had here been good and wise soar, surrounded
by light, in pure clearness of vision, and speak smiling and
those

all that had been upon earth
would be revealed to them, and
all that was most deeply veiled become apparent, and
they would know that all the pains and sorrows of
earth proceeded from eternal goodness and wisdom.
And he who here trod this earth, a serene heaven in his
heart, he was wounded in the arm by a wandering vagabond for her sake; and from love for her he had again
gone out into the fearful night, and she was troubled

to

one another of

the most secret things

his account.

"Protect him,

merciful God," she prayed, " and help

me

all-

out of this

me strength, and enlighten my mind
may become worthy of the man who beholds Thy
countenance in past times, and among people that
that

I

have passed away."
last

she heard the quick trot, and then the snorting

of an impatient horse at the closed door.
out, hastily

drawing back the

he dismounted.

his arms, as

The

bolt,

" Father!" she

and flying into

proprietor

perplexed as he listened to her rapid report.

him.

The

above the

in

cried

said.

"Oh, no; remain with
after

Was

!

Were

raised

a hostile band dragged back

be closed again discordantly and a poor soul to be
thrown back upon hopeless aspirations? The deceiver

At

Professor put on his coat again and seized his
start,"

few hours before

darkness; give

under part of the arm," he

" Let us

and looking up to the starry

now by

into terror

sticking-plaster will be sufficient."

hat.

A

a day!

cares of earth, and

with endless anguish on

and

to take off his coat

Fritz examined the wound with the composure of an
old student. " It is a slight prick in the muscles in the

The

listening anxiously

heaven.

happy

The countenance of the maiden became white as the
door against which she leant. " For our sake," she murmured faintly. Suddenly she hastened up to the Proand bent

down,

heaven, such learning and power of thought gave a

have not quite

fessor.

fessor

gypsies was extinguished, and she again hastened up and

permitted to compare the joys of earth with those of

from the sleeve of the Pro-

fell

The^

of the

my-

consider

I

remain behind, for you are bleeding."

Some

fire

these

"

knobbed

show some forbearance toward

thievish associates of

her that the

" That will suf-

seized a

laughing, to his friend.

said,

bound

self

The Doctor

hastened out.

All was quiet.

father.
to

had prophesied of one who might wear a crown. Yes,
the realm in which he ruled as king there was a
blessed serenity and happy peace.
Ah, if it might be

others will seek the band at the fire."

we

COURT.

announce the arrival of her
maids from above called

punishment, and the master of this prop-

which the band

lay,

clatter of horses'

now on

the

hoofs might

his horse's bridle to his son,

and hastened

was much

He threw

to the

nursery

embrace his little ones, who at the sight of their
father remembered their misfortunes, and began to weep
to

and lament.

As

the proprietor entered the farmyard, the farming

people drew near the house, and the inspector stated
" that no one was to be seen near the fire or in the

There was no trace near the fire of
having encamped there it had been lighted to
mislead; theft had been their only object here; the
greater part of the band had left early in the evening.
neighborhood.

—

their

They are lying concealed somewhere in the woods, and
when the sun rises they will be far beyond the frontier.
I know the rascals of old."
"

"and

He
I

is

right," said

think

we have

the proprietor, to the friends,

nothing more to fear; yet

we

—

:
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But a poor father

must be very watchful to-night.

thanks you," he continued, with ^motion; "the last day
you have passed with us, Doctor, iias been unpleasantly

which

eventful,

is

not usual with us."

what

" I undoubtedly depart in anxiety about

I

leave

behind here," replied the Doctor, half jesting, half serious.

"Just fancy some of the
about these walls!"
"

hope we are

lost

children of Asia sneaking

rid of the rascals,"

continued the

you may count

upon a different visit soon; our sovereign will be here a
few weeks hence. I have been called away only to hear
gossip about this

visit,

and

to learn that

is

it

not yet

decided where his Serene Highness will breakfast before
the hunt.

I

know what

same thing

that means; the

happened fifteen years ago. There is no help for it; he
cannot remain at the Dragon at Rossau; but this visit
will not cause us any very serious inconvenience. Let us
now wish each other good night and sleep in peace."
Both friends entered their bed-room thoughtfully.
The Professor stood at the window, and listened to the
tread of the watchmen, who paced around the yard,
within and without, to the chirruping of the crickets,
and to the broken sounds which reached the ear from
He heard a noise near him, and
the slumbering fields.
looked into the countenance of
in his excitement

"

She

is

had clasped

"Are we
"She

is

his faithful

who

friend,

as far

height.

removed from the tenor of your mind

has good, sound sense," replied the Professor.
firm and self-confident, in her

is

own

circle,

but she will never be at ease in your world."

"She

has aptness here

— she

will

where."
" You blind yourself," cried Fritz,

have

every-

it

"will

in despair;

you disturb the peace of your life by a discord, the end
of which you cannot foresee?
Will you demand of
her the great change which she must undergo from
being a thorough house-keeper to becoming the confidant of your profound investigations? Will you deprive
her of the secure self-dependence of an active

life

and

bring into her future, struggle, uncertainty, and doubt?
If

you

to

will not think of

show

your

own

peace,

it is

your duty

will hear us,
"

not right and a duty to do

it

where

Do

man

to expect in the

And must

life.

life

woman

with

not every

not deceive yourself," answered Fritz.

of refined feeling,

who

whom

woman

I

I

am entitled

unite myself for

that

experience a similar change?

comes

to share

How

high do

you place the knowledge of the women in the city who
come into our circle? "
" What they know is, as a rule, more uncertain than
is good for them or us," replied Fritz; "but from their
youth they are accustomed to view the learning that
interests

lectual

men with sympathy.

work

where they
meet.
But
this life

The

best results of intel-

are so easily accessible to
find

that every-

they can

however charming and admirable

here,

may

them

common ground on which

appear to our eyes,

it

attractive just

is

because it is so strange and different from ours."
" You exaggerate, and are not correct," cried the
" I have felt deeply in these days that we
Professor.
have passed here, what we easily forget over our books,

how
our

great are the rights that a noble passion has over

life.

Who

can

love each other so

tell

what makes two human beings

much

that they cannot part?

It is

not only pleasure in the existence of the other, nor the

making

one's

own

being complete, nor

feel-

although heretofore a stranger— so intimately to us. Is it
necessary that the wife should only be the finer reed,
which always sounds the same notes that the husband

Speech

is

incapable of ex-

pressing the joy and exultation that I feel

and

can only

I

tell

you,

my

friend, that

"

You,

so willingly perceive in

when
it is

near her;

something

good and great and it demands its place in my life. What
you now express are only the doubts of cold reason,
which is adverse to all that is to be, and continues to raise
its pretensions until it is subdued by accomplished realities."

" It is not alone the reason," replied Fritz, offended.
" I do not deserve that you should so misconstrue what I

presumptuous in me to speak to
which you now consider sacred,
I must say in excuse that I only assume the right which
your friendship has hitherto granted me. I must do my
duty to you before I leave you here. If I cannot conhave

If

said.

it v\ras

you concerning

touch upon

He
went
went

feelings

left

to

this

the Professor standing at the

his

to the

;

I

will

never

theine again."

bed.

This time he took

bed, and

turned his face

window, and
his

to

boots

off,

the wall.

felt his hand seized, the Professor
by his bed clasping his friend's hand without
saying a word. At last Fritz withdrew his hand with a
hearty pressure and again turned to the wall.

After a short time he

was

love?

"
a

is it

but passion."
" What I dare not demand of strangers,

vince you, try to forget this conversation

consideration for her life."

The Professor leant his hot head against the window. At last he began
"But we are the servants and proclaimers of truth;
and while we practice this duty towards everyone who

we

to possess

plays, only an octave higher?

as the holy Elizabeth."

"She
" She

—

what befits it you would be the last to
harmony of her being, if you did not desire
her. What impels you is not a feeling of duty,

life

ing and fancy alone, which joins the object of our love

not so also?" answered the Professor, drawfull

845

disturb the

necessity of

his hands.

religious," said Fritz, doubtfully.

ing himself up to his

every

our

proprietor, turning to his daughter; " but

I

COURT.

sitting
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He rose in the early dawn, gently approached
the slumbering Professor, and then quietly left the
room. The proprietor awaited him in the sitting-room;
the carriage came; there was a short friendly parting,
and Fritz drove away, leaving his friend alone among
field and the ears of corn, whose
heavy heads rose and fell like the waves of the sea under
the morning breeze, the same this year as they have
done thousands and thousands of years before.
The doctor looked back on the rock on which
stood the old house, on the terraces beneath, with the
churchyard and wooden church, and on the forest which
surrounded the foot of the hill; and all the past and the
present of this dangerous place rose distinctly before

the crickets of the

him.

The

ancient character of the

altered

little

here; and he looked on the rock and the

half asleep, and of a nature so child-like and pliant that
it

was sometimes impossible

wise or simple.

to

know whether

In her character there

she was

adhered
something of all those Uses of the two thousand
years, a mixture of Sibyl, mead-dispenser, knight's
daughter and pietist. She was of the old German type
and the old German beauty, but that she should suddenly
still

to her

become the wife of

a

troubled Doctor too

much

historical

Professor, that appeared to the
against

the laws of quiet

all

development.
(

To

be continued.')
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